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Background

Music History II (MUSC 340) is the second class in the four-course music history
sequence required for music majors and minors. Until this year, it covered the music
of the Renaissance and Baroque eras (1400-1750). Due to a restructuring of the
music history curriculum, it now also includes the music of Classical Antiquity and
the Medieval era (c. 5 BC-1400). This expansion of content also increased
enrollment from 40-45 students to 60.
The students are sophomores, juniors, and seniors, and are overwhelmingly music
majors specializing in performance, music education, or music therapy.
Course content focuses on familiarity with the musical literature of these periods, as
well as historical context, formal and stylistic development, and period appropriate
techniques and practices.

Issues to address
Material covered requires new vocabulary, modes of thought, and analysis, so
methodology must be explained and demonstrated before students are able to
meaningfully engage with the music and supplemental literature.
I incorporate experiential learning as often I can, so that students can apply what
they have learned in activities and exercises. However, by the time we have
reviewed the materials and I have explained the project, there is insufficient time
for students to engage with an activity and discuss their results.
Group work is difficult to assess, so a method was needed to evaluate
participation and involvement.

Implementation
Soft Chalks
Material covered in lecture was converted
into Soft Chalk lessons, which include
musical examples, score excerpts,
film clips, and short comprehension
quizzes that students complete outside of
class.
Microsoft Teams
Students assigned to cohorts to complete
group projects demonstrating proficiency
with one theme from that unit. Projects
archived for compilation into a student
portfolio.
In-Class Experiential Learning
Activities expanding on one or more
subjects from weekly readings and Soft
Chalks, and/or discussion based on
collaborative readings.
Unit Structure
Course content was divided into thematic
or chronological units. Each weekly unit
contains required readings, Soft Chalk
lectures, and quizzes.

Student learning
The semester is still in progress. Evaluation to this point demonstrates student interest
in a wider variety of topics for term projects with many stimulated by Soft Chalk
themes or in-class activities and discussions. Student test scores are slightly above
average and mean from past semesters.

Reflections

Implementation of the new hybrid model was complicated by social distancing
requirements, the need to split the course into cohorts, and a shortened semester and
class periods. In order to establish the vocabulary, skills, and methodologies needed for
students to meaningfully engage in Teams projects and weekly in-class activities, all Soft
Chalks, chapter readings, and score study for the unit had to be completed by class or
Teams time on Wednesdays. This required students to complete a great deal of work and
engage with multiple topics simultaneously and in a short amount of time. In future
semesters, this workload needs to be distributed more evenly.
Many students wanted a more traditional review of the material covered in the unit,
despite the Soft Chalk lectures. This will be covered in lab sections in the future.
Not all Teams projects achieved the desired results. In some, too many options were
offered to students, and sorting through their choices took time away from the activity.
Some needed clearer instructions. Adding learning objectives to later projects was of
some help.
Buy-in on Teams projects has been an issue. Credit is currently factored into a semester
participation grade; an assigned point value may help. Assigning extra credit points for
the best Team project of the week increased participation significantly.
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